
A group of boyscout reaches an open field and the two leaders decides to order hamburgers for everyone. They then open the drawer of a table and find a small armadillo. He is actually dead and so are other armadillos in other tables who died suffocated in French fries bags.

I am going back to high school and go up the escalator thinking that I will have to start everything from the beginning. As I decide to memorize Latin better I meet an old classmate. His twin sister is above us doing the communist sign. He then explains to me that she does that every morning.

A Roman actor is going with his small crew around the city. They pass by the small building of a rivalry actor and the former demands to see it as he has also paid taxes for the construction. A guy inside insults him but the latter actor is away and the former can borrow a bar of chocolate.

I am in an apartment I am sharing with another guy but he comes up with his girlfriend and decides to cook. I then go to the kitchen below and meet another girl. I offer her some food with aluminum pieces and she tells me that she has just recovered from the last time I offered her some food. 

I am in a car with my best friend driving in a mountain road. It is quite small and he is driving really fast. I then tell him to slow down as he also has his new born child in the car. He actually tells me that it is okay and even his wife tells me that nothing can happen where the priest is waiting.

I am going to a church with a group of middle age women. They are actually my new colleagues and we meet other groups but our is the biggest. We are going to form a big choir inside and go in an ancient sand stone cathedral from the back.

I am walking in a park of an old factory with my America Professor. We actually start singing opera but I also sing his part. We then stop and he regrets that nowadays there is very little singing. He refers to other opera shows but I tell him of the singing that used to happen in drawing rooms. 

I am standing outside a school looking at the students working on their computer. I actually got an e-mail from one of them who will collaborate on a new project. I recognize the one and go in to talk to her. She wants to have a phone meeting but I propose to have a coffee with my other partner.

A student goes back to his school disguised as a punk. He wants to still his teacher's grading book but the janitor recognizes him right away. The latter is actually collaborating with another student to break in the teacher's office and they help each other.

I am on a small hill with many kids and recognize my son's friend. There is an old car parked on top and I wonder if that could be his father. There are several people inside but I can't recognize him. I then see a sign with his name saying that the car is for sale and think that he must be there. 

My stepfather is approaching with a girl driving a pedal boat. I am actually on a rock and jump in the water to reach them but she crashes and we all come out on the rocks. We then start walking across them and my stepfather suggests that we walk on the vertical ones but it is impossible.

I am in a cruise with a girl and go down to our cabin that the Nordic sun is already setting. We are afraid to wake up our roommate but we find him meditating on the bed. He is actually my American curator and starts telling me that I should exhibit with his rich friend who I find quite lousy.

I am in the South of Europe and find that the Northern Europeans have constructed allot of new roads. One of them has collapsed and I meet of group of them at the edge. They are discussing about traveling to many other places and I tease them saying that they are using up their petrol.

I am in a bar in the mountains and go out with my sister. We start walking across a hill that the sun has already set and I tell her of the time I was going on a boat to Finland. They had a karaoke with a famous Italian song and I sing it to her with the Finnish swear words I know.

I am in the school basement making a painting with my students' work. Some students come down with their work but it is a three dimensional world built in a box and I won't be able to embedded. An Icelandic student unrolls his big canvas and it shows a very nice painting of a jet plane.

My son and I are walking in a park and seat on a stone wall. There are some kids below and one of them starts throwing small rocks. He actually wants to throw also a big rock and I start insulting him. We then jump down the opposite side and get in a modern room with religious paintings.

I am in United States driving down a residential area thinking that we should have bought a house. I actually reach the sea and turn up to another hill. There is a busy crossing there and I try to get in the new road but the car doesn't make it and I notice that it is smoking black in the rear. 

It is night time and I am with my sister at a bus stop. She actually has to catch the bus on the opposite side and asks me for some coins. She would need two Icelandic crowns but I only give her one. Our bus arrives and I find my mother reading how the recession has hit the inland of Iceland.

I am checking the Internet and find the cover of an adventure film. My father is actually the main character and I now realized why I found other pages with his profile. As I check out the review below I find that the film has been badly rated and it is just a minor production.  

I am in a field walking with my best friend when a woman comes on a carriage in full speed. We throw ourselves on the side over a pile of pasta. It is actually my pasta and so is her carriage. She is now speaking with my wife who is not looking after our kid. The latter can get kicked by a horse.

I am with some friends in a hostel discussing the price with the owner. He wants the full price for a room and I tell him that they used to offer a discount. He doesn't want to negotiate and I show him on a map how far I would have to travel otherwise to reach my new job. I get upset and leave.

I am in a big carnival standing with many other people dressing like indigenous. As we wait for it to start a shaman blows in a small trumpet and something is shot in the air. It is a small witch and I start rolling on the ground pretending that I am throwing up pieces of styrofoam. 

I am driving in our new neighborhood and see my son crossing the road alone. I then tell him to get in the car and ask him what he is doing. He is playing with his friends and I tell him to play at home where it is safer but he tells me that he has the keys and can go home whenever he likes.

I am in a student dormitory and find the door of my room open. I then realized that there has been a big party and I look in my small bathroom to see the damages. The door is still closed and everything is good inside. I then go downstairs where they are still serving small bowls of spaghetti.

I am in a small room laying on the bed and I am about to die. My head is a toy car and a student holds it to hear my last words. I then remember my poetry teacher's last words and try to remember them. Before my head turns to the side I tell him to keep on writing well and without mistakes.

My mother is driving in a highway and I tell her that I can drive. She pulls over and I follow my grandfather instructions. We actually end up driving on the desert. I then try to follow another car but end up in the bushes with a giraffe and a kangaroo. I ask a white lady but she confuses me.

I am in a bedroom with my Greek friend. I ask him if I can continue my ceramic project at his university and notice that he has one of my tiles by the bed. I pick it and find that it is actually three dimensional.  He doesn't reply me and just offers me a video-game engine he has programmed.

I am in a boat at night going to a bigger boat with other passengers but get dropped on a platform. We then get in a train and find people laying on the seats. I also choose a seat where to lay down even though it is too tiny. The controller comes and gives me a city map that I already have.

I am walking with my wife in a salad field. The leaves are already fully grown and she only just planted ours. We then reach a small kiosk where a pretty woman is preparing them for us. It is actually too late in the afternoon and my wife asks her if she can postpone her horse ride. 

I am looking at a cover of a music compilation and find that the band is actually Italian. The main rock star is on a horse laying on the water while the other four are on each corner. I then open the cover and find a small biography by a tiny picture of each of them dressing like Romans.

I am walking in an airport with my new supervisor. I ask her if I should speak Swedish with her but she tells me that I can keep speaking English. We actually need to fly to a smaller airport and the other students take out two jet planes. I help them dragging one out but the other gets stuck.

I am going out with my sister but she gets angry and starts fussing about my old clothes. She then goes to bed and I find her asleep with her child and husband. It is actually time to go and I I wake up the latter. He rises up without any problems and doesn't bother me about my clothes.

I am at an old friend's place in the countryside. It is very nice but they are actually going to move from there. His father's garden is the nicest and I ask him what they are going to do about it. My friend is not worry and tells me that his father will manage to grow another garden in no time.

I enter a dark classroom and find a bunch of my old classmates laying on the floor. We should paint one and I select a naked girl in the middle. I start drawing her whole body but soon realize that I have only painted her face. As other people come she puts a shirt on and I can't find her canvas.

I am in a campground with my friends but decide to leave. We then tell the guard who shows us where the amusement park and the casino are. As he keeps talking I find a small ring on the ground. The stone is missing but I can't find it and realize that the ring is made with hydrogen.

Two robbers get in a small tobacco shop and threaten the poor owner with a kitchen knife. They only ask for a red rose and the latter starts packing it in a box. As he is putting it inside one of the robbers asks for a pipe to cover the stem and gives him a list of other things that should go inside.

I am walking with a group of people to the harbor. They have to catch a ferry but they are walking too slowly and I am trying to tell them to hurry up. As we reach a dock we see a train going on the water and a girl jumps on to block it. I also jump in a look for an empty cabin where to stay.

I am walking with my Polish friend and he shows me a music hall with music written on each layer. We then get in with some Polish girls and we find a small Italian flag. A girl starts waving it even though they are doing an interview to a famous person. I try to calm her but she gives me a kiss.

I am inside a warehouse talking to an artist about an exhibition we are going to do there. I want to have my ceramic tiles of discarder objects on the floor but then realize that I could fit them on the sidewalk. I then go out but the cement tiles on the pavement are all of different sizes.

I am walking in a forest with my Colombian student and he tells me of a project he wants to do baking bread. I am not interested and want to get away from him but come to the gateway of a castle on top of a hill. I then remember that I have been exhibiting there and tell him to do the same.    

I am training in a gym and realize that I am part of the national football team. I then approach a player who is running on a machine and tell him that we really did a good job in the last game. We then shake hands like ancient Romans and a girl in our team comes with a pizza for us to share.

I am in my mother's kitchen and hear an alarm vibrating. I look around for it and find that it is a wine cork in the drawer. I turn it off and  my mother takes me to the hairdresser in our village. As I look at a distorted painting inside I again hear an alarm vibrating and find that it is her phone.

I get to a gym where an Argentinian colleague has a class. I am one of the first students and he is very happy. I take my place close to a girl who shows me a ball she used to train with when she was pregnant. I hold it against my belly and realize that there is another ball inside making sound.

I am in a small restaurant in my old village and tell the owner my stepfather's name. I actually call the latter to tell him that I took my son to ski. He then suggests me to rent a pair of skies instead of using the old ones we have that are too big. I agree but forget to press the button to answer.  

I am below a mountain peak in the south and read on a big sign that it is a holly mountain. I then try to look for a good angle where to film it but a group of dirty Slavic carpenters pass in front of me. I try to catch up with them but end up in an empty changing room for old war veterans.

I am walking home from a European city and take a shortcut to a shrine before it gets dark. It is actually blocked by a wooden fence and I go back through a dark barn. I feel there is something inside and first think of a pig but then realize that it could be a big rat. I go through it anyway.

I come to a newly constructed residential area and start walking through it. It is very empty and I wonder how it would feel to leave in a place where the windows can barely open. There is actually one that is fully open at a corner where a big elder flower plant is growing and the sun is shining. 

I am at my new university listening to one of my supervisors. She wants me to come up to the stage and read from a comic book. I do as she says but don't know where the story start. She then tells me to look at the beginning but there are no dialogues to read and I get really upset about it.

I am seating at a conference when a fat guy comes tickling my neck. I then try to block him and we end up on the ground where he starts tying avocado seeds on my legs. It really hurts and I cut the strings as soon as he goes shopping with his scooter on the lake but I am too weak to escape.

I am walking with a guy out in the suburbs. I am actually trying to guide him home even though I don't know the place. I actually recognize a small church but take the wrong turn and end up in the square of the old town. It is already night time and my friend meets other friends to talk to. 

We are in my parents' city looking for my old neighborhood where my kid can play. We actually end up driving through a straight road with giant compounds on each side. It is very ugly and I imagine the people living there to be small but we cross an Arab vendor who is actually quite tall. 

I am with my wife seating in the kitchen and working. I suddenly remember about an invitation I got from our old boss and I ask her if she knows the date. It could be in the evening and I hurry up preparing a sensor I wish to present there. I clean it up but there is allot of small metal attached.

I am outside a compound fixing a a toy riffle on the gate. Two man actually approach me with an advertisement. It is for a neighbour and I write the zip code on it. I then go up to put it in his mailbox but remember that my new mattress is still out. I then fetch it but find it all dirty with dust.

I am about to go out of my parents' house when my mother comes in. She is very upset and I ask her what is the matter. They actually found a kindergarten for my kid but it is only with German kids. He doesn't speak any German and I try to think of an alternative but she is too angry.

The national football team is retreating through a path in the fields. A fan joins the last player who has a long branch sticking out of his back. They reach the house of the German prime minister and the captain goes to talk with him. The fan stays out spying on two women drinking beer.

A commercial on TV shows a bank agent in a dirty small factory that just went bankrupted. A woman from another bank comes to rescue the situation but the owner is a little kid locked in his room. He is actually sculpting a florescent chess that is alive and goes out of the room instead of him.

I have just started to watch a football game when the referee gives a penalty. I don't understand which team is going to do it but at last I see some big players with the German flag getting ready. They actually score and draw with the other team even though I thought they were two goals behind.

I reach a foreign city by bus with my parents. As my sister tells us that we used a ticket worth two rides I show my stepfather a street with many arches and a church at the end. We go there but look for a modern building where we should attend a ceremony. We have a map but can't find it.

I am at my old dentist who wants to replace two of my teeth. It is going to be a long operation and I have to fly back home. I then tell him and his wife how easy it is for me to travel without my family. They actually own a trailer and he tells me how they used to park in a nice sight with the view.

I am driving with my Polish friend down to my village. There are mountains on each side and I ask him if he wants to take a short walk. He agrees and I look for the right intersection but reach another car from a small city. I pass it from the right and then let it drive in the water to the left.

I am with my son on top of a hill when we see a whole army invading us from below. I try to hit the captain with a deer horn but miss him. My son actually defeats him with a laser sword and puts him to prison. The captain has actually a bottle of inflammable water with him and sets it on fire.

I am in my studio when my Norwegian colleague arrives. He has finally read the catalogue I gave him of my last exhibition and I notice that he has highlighted it with different colors. I try to tell him that it is not a big deal but we go through the first essay and find that my name was misspelled.

I am in the bathroom of an hotel room looking at the diagram designed by an old friend. He was actually there before me and I notice he has left the toilette paper full with mucus. I then throw it away and leave the room but meet another friend out and hear my voice mail on the main speakers.

I am in an attic and meet an art curator together with my old neighbor. They give a rectangular of soap and I find a metal structure inside to unlock. They actually want me to sign a contract to quit my apartment and I ask them if I can keep the soap. There are my initials on it and they agree.  

My son and I are in front of an old compound waiting for his mother. We need to take him to the dentist upstairs and he tries to do it by himself. I then give up waiting for her and follow him in the elevator that is very old. It is up on the last floor but it stops at the second where a girl comes in.

I am in a crowded bar with my old friends. There is allot of noise around and I also start by singing some vulgar songs. I actually hold a plastic stick up and a friend warns me about the fascists who might think that I am doing the communist sign. I was warned about it and put the stick down.

I am in the south walking down to a polluted city and hear an organ in a small church. I get in without paying and rest my head on a wall to cry but my parents are there. They actually prepare to sleep inside and I take my bags out. My mother then tells me of a bad message she got about me. 

It is night time and I am in a hotel room going to sleep. My sister actually comes with two kids who just woke up. I then show her the clock on my computer and she tells me that I should updated with the local hour. I then look for it and finally find that it is morning already and I haven't slept.

I look myself in the mirror after being to the hairdresser. My hairs are shaved on the side and has been dyed blond on the top. I then twist my head and find that the newly growing hairs are also blond as if they were natural but then realize that it must have been the very good hairdresser.

I am in a parking lot with my relatives and start talking to an uncle who has cancer. My stepfather interrupts us and we seat down to eat. My best friend is also there and they start to criticize my clothes. I then seat by my sister and eat some sweet small lemons but they keep making fun of me.

I am in an apartment with my father and a girl. I show the latter two movies on my laptop that came up with my name about another girl with red hairs. We are actually against a column and she is squeezed against me. I come in my pants and we go to take a shower together despite my father.

I am with my friends camping on a beach and I pass under a rock where another group of friends is camping. I then get in the bathroom and make myself really handsome. As I am ready to get out again my friends are waiting in the dark around a table with perfumes and I wish to use one.

I am in an American city talking with my Colombian student. He just had a performance and complains about his expensive laptop who might have got stolen. As I tell him that I have a smaller laptop for these kind of events and he should get one he gets a ride on from a couple on a motorcycle.

I am at my grandmother's place in the mountains and my biological father is also there. I keep it in the kitchen and look at them preparing food. She has already made a large dish with sliced tomatoes and black olives. My father takes a few for us in a small dish in case his brother shows up.   

I am walking at night with an old classmate from the States. I tell her how I had a crash on her before she got pregnant but she is biking and I am walking too fast in the middle of the road. We end up in an old slaughterhouse and she tells me to kiss her but I loose her and can't find a way out.

I am the party of an Italian artist friend and she comes in with three little girls. I then try to play with the oldest thinking that it is her daughter but she tells me that it is actually the youngest. We then go on the roof where my friend is barbecuing but we have to leave.

I am in an Austrian shop with a Japanese who just got married. We find some cameras for sales and she likes a white one but is too shy to ask for the price. I then ask a shop assistant and give him my camera to see if he as a similar one. He comes back with a fancy one that is too expensive.

I get in a studio and ask a girl to edit a video of a lecture. She tells me that they can be ready by Saturday but I need them by Friday and we seat down to watch it. The last part is very long with the professor repeating garbage several times. The girl can cut it on time but it takes a not burn it.

I am passing through a square with several cafés outside. A guy with an expensive German car parks in the middle of the tables and seat to have a coffee. Another guy with a more expensive Italian car do the same but a waiter tells him to move it. He refuses and I wait to see if he gets a fine.

I am driving up a beautiful valley and park on a side to take a walk. I then find a form to fill in and write how much I like it. I actually get to walk through some rocks and end up in an ancient ruin with horizontal lines engraved. My Polish friend is there and shows me how it is inhabited above.

I am on top of a hill with my best friend talking to his new wife on the phone. I then understand that he just bought an expensive German car and show him how surprise I am after he hangs up. He is not at all bothered even though I thought there was an economical crisis.

I am in a kindergarten and take some tools to saw down two screws sticking from the kid's benches. My son's teacher tells me that it is not the time and I show her the screws but she doesn't care. I then take my kid upstairs where he arranges some cutouts around a table with his classmates.

I am in school and pick a broken scissor up from the cellar. I already have a scissor on my desk and I start searching the net for an industrial man. There is not much but I find the number of his daughter in South Africa. As I try to dial the right prefix she comes to help me.

In the final game of the European championship the Italian team is again playing against England. The latter are attacked and a dwarf player in the Italian team scores with his tiny body falling inside the goal like a ball. The teams then start running around the field and the fans sing in protest.

My father and I take a chairlift by a mountain with a new track constructed in a cavity going to the top. We then pass by the city and he gets down but have to take another chair once I start going fast across the sea. We both make it to an island where a man shows the way to a secret portal.

I am with my wife going out of an airport parking lot. A man shows me where to pay by the exit and I go there by car. A boom opens but a van with a trailer goes out before me. I don't wanna pay twice and I follow him out even though I paid for him and my ticket should have been cheaper.

I am waiting for the metro when a new train comes. I get in but there is only a little room for two persons. A nice girl seats in front of me and I tease her pretending that we can have tea together. As we get out in the open we start looking out and she puts her face next to mine.

I am backing up my project and insert an old memory card even though my wife is next to me. I then open the files I need to back up on my new card and wait for the other to appear. My wife is watching but it finally does appear. I get ready to transfer the files but the folders are different.

I get in my new university and find that one of my professors is the philosophy teacher I had in high school. I wish to say hi to him but then remember that I am now in a public school. My old school was actually private and I wonder if he will make me pass his course so easily.

At a wedding my Greek friend tells me to meditate on the corner of the table. I then prepare myself with pony tales on the back and on the sides of my head. He has some Chinese to wear a slice of cheese on their head and I look for a glass bowl but the ceremony starts and I am not prepared.    

I get in an indoor swimming pool but my feet are too heavy to swim. I then hang on the edge and remove some elastic bands stopping my circulation. As I am finally free I see a teenager peeing inside another pool. I then rise up to box against the wall and push him when he comes near me. 

I get in my car to give a ride to my Polish friend and his girlfriend. We actually just had a fight sharing the expenses of our recent trip together and I wonder if I should really give them a ride. They need to go to the metro and I realize that it is right in front of us at walking distance.

My wife and I are walking around a city at night. We end up in a dark and creepy district where my expensive car is parked. We actually can't find it and I press the remote control to see if it opens. A similar car does and we move somewhere else where I try again but another similar car opens. 

I am dining with my grandfather and tell him of a documentary I saw about the war. Te allies were bombing a monastery in the south and a plane on top of all the others dropped the atomic bomb. The latter crashed in a village but was not able to explode because of the flooded field around it. 

I am at my parents' place and start telling about my sister's old boyfriend even though her husband is there. I then go in another room to cut some small marzipan figures for them. As I get back they are actually gone and I realize that it is now too late for me to take the flight back home.

I am in a Norwegian airport with my son and look for a train to the airport. A bullet train conductor tells me that I have fifteen minutes before it departs and I go upstairs to do the tickets. I finally find it but the staircase down is very badly constructed and we are very careful not to stumble.

My curator friend gets a life sentence in a little Turkish town. He is put to prison in a cell facing a dirt road below and he jumps down without even waiting for the double bus. He is actually dead while his two mates are still in jail relaxing. One of them is playing crosswords and doesn't feel bad.

I am in my parents-in-law's farm playing football against their cows. I wait in front of the storehouse large black door and prepare to block a cow coming with the ball. As it is quite near I realize that I can easily block her on the sides but the door is too tall for me to block the ball above.

I am in a studio with my Polish friend packing a pile of drawings. His girlfriend is braiding the long blond hairs of a beautiful girl who is talking about going to Italy. I finally finish to wrap up the drawings and bring them to the commissioner telling him how hard the author has worked on them. 

I am going in my parents' old place and hear someone fucking in the opposite house. I then get in trying not to hear but look out of the kitchen window and see a guy masturbating on the sofa in front of the TV. I don't wanna see but my sister comes in and I come in my pants.     


